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ABSTRACT

In this paper, the heat transfer coefficient of a body with a fractal surface having the fractal dimension connecting with the fractal dimension of some body, as well as the resistance to a current of fluids flowing normal to such body is shown. It is noted that with an end flow of such flat bodies, by virtue of their fractal perimeter the side resistive force will have the fractal dimension and contribute significantly to the total resistive force acting on any similar structure. It was calculated the dependence of the resistance force of the Reynolds number and was given its graphic illustration. It is noted that the result can be used in medicine in the diagnosis of eye diseases, as well as in marine applications.

1. Introduction

When taking a quick look at basic physical objects of the world around us, we usually receive our first visual impression from the geometrical shape of such
objects. Indeed, whichever object we look at, the dimension of any object within our optical perception with $\lambda_{\text{optical}}$ of wave length do not allow to see objects with dimension $\delta < \lambda_{\text{optical}}$. Such task is easily fulfilled by a microscope, and by some zooming in we will be able to see a heavily fractured contour of the geometrical boundary of an object surface rather than an ideal line, even after such surface was mirror smooth finished by some technological processes (mainly polishing). However, even such sophisticated process does not provide smoothing out of all microinhomogeneities of the surface. It means that in any case within the electromagnetic wavelength $\lambda < \xi$ where $\xi$ – the linear size of inhomogeneities, the surface will remain rough, though mirror-smooth. We should notice that this simple example shows the imperfection of our world only and prompts to wonder about similar structures with micro in homogeneities seen with the unaided eye, where the boundary of the object being a fractal.

In the process of getting to know the original sources in this direction, for example [1, 2], a very interesting detail emerged. All the papers in this area are devoted to purely mathematical aspects of fractal theory, which ignore the physical properties of the material. That is why the purpose of this article is to close the gap and analyze two purely physical problems (see below). The solution of both problems has a purely physical bias, based on the mathematical apparatus of fractal theory [3].
The essence of the study, which will be discussed in this article is as follows. Let us imagine a flat disk with a thickness of \( h \) that a stationary flow of a viscous liquid flows perpendicular to its plane. We set ourselves the task of finding out how the resistance force and its heat-conducting properties change if the perimeter of the disk is a series of chaotic roughnesses on the shoreline similarity, but only a closed one (see Fig. 1). In this case, the thickness of the disk \( h \) is assumed to be constant along its entire perimeter.

In the case of the classical shoreline, depending on the scale of the measurement, there is an expression different from the whole value, introduced as the fraction limit \( \frac{\ln L(l)}{\ln l^{-1}} \), when \( l \to 0 \), where \( l \) – the scale of the measurement, \( L(l) \) – the length of the line in scale \( l \). It means that

\[
d_F = \lim_{l \to 0} \frac{\ln L(l)}{\ln l^{-1}} \quad \text{or} \quad d_H = \lim_{\varepsilon \to 0} \frac{\ln N(\varepsilon)}{\ln \varepsilon^{-1}},
\]

which was firstly introduced by Hausdorff [4, 5], where \( N(\varepsilon) \) – a countable number of linear regions of the partition of the object, \( \varepsilon \) – the scale of these partitions. This formula "works" not only for the case of self-similar fractal structures, but also for an arbitrary fractal.

As applied to our problem, we will use the modified Minkowski formula, which is most appropriate in our case, but unlike it, we would not cover the surface with circles of radius of \( r \), but with equilateral triangles with side. It should be remembered that we are talking about physical laws and real
geometric bodies in our problem. That is why, in the limiting transition, when $\varepsilon$ tends to zero, we must remember that $\varepsilon \rightarrow a$, where $a$ – some average interatomic distance.

In accordance with the above, for our case we introduce the dimension

$$d_s = \lim_{\varepsilon \rightarrow 0} \frac{\ln N_s(\varepsilon)}{\ln s(\varepsilon)},$$

(1)

where $s(\varepsilon) = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{4} \varepsilon^2$ - the area. For noncrystalline bodies, $a$ must mean a quantity $a = \left(\frac{V}{N}\right)^{\frac{1}{3}}$, in meaning and in order of magnitude, corresponds to the interatomic distance, $N$ – the total number of atoms in the volume of $V = Sh$., where $S$ – the total area of the fractal disk (see below).

We suppose that there is some material body of finite thickness of $h$ with a flat surface and a characteristic linear dimension of $L$. In this case, the macroscopic inhomogeneities of its perimeter $P$ (in the plane of $x-y$) could be comparable with $L$ (see Fig. 1). If we introduce an additional fractality of the disk thickness $h$ (see Fig. 1) directed along the axis of $z$, then such objects are called multifractals (see, for example, [1]). They should be understood as a structure that, when stretched in one fixed direction, becomes a one-dimensional thread, and in a perpendicular direction (along the axis $z$) will be a "shoreline", which could also be stretched into a one-dimensional thread. However, we should make a 90 degree turn along the first thread. In
accordance to the formula (1), if we take into account the correction for the
dimensionality $\varepsilon$, we get $N_s = \left( \frac{\varepsilon}{L} \right)^{d_s}$, and therefore, the area of the figure
shown in Fig. 1 can be represented as the following equation:

$$S = \varepsilon^{-2} N_s = \varepsilon^{-2} \left( \frac{\varepsilon}{L} \right)^{d_s} = S_0 \Delta^{d_s - 2},$$

where $\Delta = \frac{\varepsilon}{L}$ — the dimensionless parameter and $S_0 = L^2$. Thus, for a plane
fractal figure, its area should be described by the dependence (2). This
formula would be used by us below in the process of solving two specific
physical problems. We should start with the first task.

Fig. 1 Coordinates $x - y$ lie in the plane of the disc, axis $z$ is perpendicular to the disc
plane and extends to the direction of the side fractal surface.
2. Heat Transfer Coefficient

In linear approximation per temperature gradient $\nabla T$, the heat current $q$ could be presented in accordance with the Fourier formula $q = -\kappa \nabla T$, where $\kappa$ – a coefficient of heat transfer. In the finite difference form it could be formulated as $q = \kappa \left(\frac{T - T_0}{\delta}\right)$, where $\delta$ – a characteristic size of area of heat transfer in the area adjacent to the surface of the body, and $T_0$ – the temperature of the thermostat. If the coefficient of heat transfer is presented as $\alpha = Sq = \kappa S \left(\frac{T - T_0}{\delta}\right)$ and, based on the physical sense, considered to be equal to change of energy per a time unit, the formula (2) would help us obtain the fractal dependence of coefficient of heat transfer having with dimension $\gamma = 2 - d_s$. As a matter of cat, we get the following one:

$$\alpha = \alpha_0 \Delta^{d_s-2}, \quad \text{(3)}$$

where $\alpha_0 = \kappa S_0 \left(\frac{T - T_0}{\delta}\right)$.

3. Viscous Flow Resistance

As for the force resisted by this particular flat object while moving through a viscous fluid in a direction perpendicular to its fractal plain; it is easy to measure based on the following simple considerations. In fact, the surface of a topologically two-dimensional fractal plain travelling through a viscous flow
is exposed to a pressure equal to $\frac{\rho u^2}{2}$, where $u$ – the speed of the flow perpendicular to its plain at large distances. For this reason, aside from purely viscous component of the resistive force, which is known to be [6], in the case of a disc with $R$ radius, we get the following expression:

$$F_1 = 16\eta Ru,$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

the object must also overcome the pressure of the incoming flow, so we get this equation:

$$F_2 = \frac{\rho u^2}{2} S.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

Therefore, the total force should be a sum of those two forces, i.e. it would be determined by the following sum:

$$F = \frac{\rho u^2}{2} S + 16\eta u \sqrt{S} ,$$   \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

where $R$ was replaced with $\sqrt{S}$ by an order of magnitude.

The eq. (6) means that the full of resistance force include the both of the viscous force and force of the flux pressure.

From comparing of the summands of (6) it could be seen that with speeds $u < \frac{\nu}{L}$ (low Reynolds numbers) the force $F_1$ would prevail, whereas with $u > \frac{\nu}{L}$ (high Reynolds numbers), the force $F_2$. For this reason, within the real-world
speed range, when the Reynolds number is high, \( u \frac{V}{L} \) being similar to (3) and we could write:

\[
F \approx F_2 = F_{02} \Delta^{d_s - 2},
\]

(7)

where \( F_{02} = \frac{\rho u^2}{2} S_0 \). When the speeds are low (\( u < \frac{V}{L} \); we should note that these speeds are close to zero), the formula (6) implies that:

\[
F \approx F_1 = F_{01} \Delta^{0.5d_s - 1},
\]

(8)

where \( F_{01} = 16\eta u \sqrt{S_0} \). When calculating resisting force acting on such fractal flat bodies during motion in viscous fluid, it is necessary to consider one more side resisting force acting on sinuous edge of the body, which, due to its relatively big length exceeding the length of circumference \( 2\pi L \), would produce one more significant contribution to the expression (6). Such contribution could be measured in the following manner. We should solve an initial problem about finding the resisting force to be overcome by a \( l \) long cylinder streamlined axially with a constant speed \( u \) by a flow of viscous fluid. According to general hydrodynamics principles [6] the resisting force would be presented as follow ones:

\[
F_i = \eta \int_S \left( V_{i,k} + V_{k,i} \right) dS^k - \int_S P g_{,k} dS^k,
\]

(9)
where $V_{i,k} = \frac{\partial V_i}{\partial x^k} - \Gamma_{i kl} V^l$ – covariant derivation, $\Gamma_{i kl} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial g_{ik}}{\partial x^l} + \frac{\partial g_{il}}{\partial x^k} - \frac{\partial g_{kl}}{\partial x^i} \right)$ – Christoffel symbol, and the subscripts and superscripts indicate contravariant and covariant projections of vectors correspondingly, $dS^i$ – contravariant projection of an element of surface, $g_{ik}$ – covariant components of metrical tensor, and $P$ – pressure near the surface of the cylinder. In a cylindrical coordinate system with axis $z$ directed along the axis of the cylinder, when an element of length could be presented as $dl^2 = dr^2 + r^2 d\phi^2 + dz^2$, when covariant components of the metric tensor are $g_{rr} = 1$, $g_{\phi\phi} = r^2$, $g_{zz} = 1$, and contravariant ones are $g^{rr} = 1$, $g^{\phi\phi} = \frac{1}{r^2}$, $g^{zz} = 1$ correspondingly, the element of surface would have the only non-zero component $dS = (dS^r, 0, 0)$, where $dS^r = rd\phi dz$.

As a result, the formula (9) could be transformed into the following:

$$F_z = \eta \int_S \left( V_{i,k} + V_{k,i} \right) dS^i - \int_S P g_{ik} dS^k = \eta R \int_0^{2\pi} d\phi \left( \frac{\partial V_z}{\partial r} - \Gamma_{z r z} V_r - \Gamma_{z z} V_{zz} \right) \bigg|_{r=R} - \int_r^R \int_0^{2\pi} P d\phi$$

(10)

In this case, it was taken into consideration that the speed has the only non-zero component $V_z$, directed axially in the line of the streamlining flow. Hence, $V = (0, 0, V_z(r))$. From definition of Christoffel symbols it is easy to derive that $\Gamma_{r z r} = \Gamma_{z z r} = 0$. For this reason, the formula (10) gives the desired expression of the resisting force:
\[ F_z = \eta R \int_0^l \int_0^{2\pi} d\varphi \frac{\partial V_z}{\partial r} \bigg|_{r=R} - 2\pi RI P \bigg|_{r=R} = 2\pi\eta R I \frac{\partial V_z}{\partial r} \bigg|_{r=R} - 2\pi \int_0^\infty r P dr. \quad (11) \]

What remains is to find the dependence between \( V_z(r) \) and \( P(r) \).

According to steady-state Navier-Stokes equation, in case with low Reynolds numbers when a substantial derivative could be disregarded, we get the following one:

\[ \nabla P = \eta \cdot \Delta V. \quad (12) \]

By taking operation \( \text{rot} \) from both parts of this equation, we could find that:

\[ \Delta(\text{rot} V) = 0. \quad (13) \]

The solution of this equation in form shown in [6] would be:

\[ V = u + \text{rot}(\text{rot}(f \cdot u)), \quad (14) \]

where the function \( f \) is yet to be found. After simple transformation and substitution of solution (14) to the equation (13), we could find that the desired function must satisfy a biharmonic equation, i.e.:

\[ \Delta^2 f = 0. \quad (15) \]

In a cylindrical coordinates system, assuming, due to axial symmetry of the problem, that \( f = f(r) \), the expression (15) results into:

\( \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} r \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} f = 0. \)
After simple quadruple integration this implies that:

\[ f = C_1 + C_2 r^2 + C_3 \ln r + C_4 r^2 \ln r. \]

It is obvious that a solution could have a physical meaning only when
\( C_1 = C_4 = 0 \). For this reason, introducing \( a = C_2, \ b = C_3 \) would imply the following one:

\[ f = ar^2 + b \ln r. \] (16)

Now substitution of (16) into (14) would show that distribution of speeds near the surface of the cylinder would comply with the dependence, i.e.:

\[
V = u \left( 1 + \frac{f'}{r} \right) + \left( \frac{u \cdot r}{r} \right) \frac{r}{r} \left( \frac{f'}{r} \right)' - \Delta (f\dot{u}). \] (17)

where prime means differentiation by \( r \). Since the speed of flow \( u \) is orthogonal to the radial radius-vector \( r \) the second summand is vanishing here and the result would be:

\[ V = u \left( 1 + \frac{f'}{r} \right) - \Delta (f\dot{u}). \] (18)

We are interested in an axially directed projection of the speed, therefore it is resulting into the following one:

\[ V_z = u \left( 1 + \frac{f'}{r} \right) - (\Delta (f\dot{u})_z). \] (19)
In accordance with definition of Laplacian operator acting on a vector function in a curvilinear coordinate system it is possible to write in the following form:

$$(\Delta \mathbf{A})^i = \Delta A^i + \left( \frac{\partial \Gamma_k^l}{\partial x^k} \right)_i + \left( \Gamma_{kp}^l \Gamma_k^p - \Gamma_k^a \Gamma_a^l \right)_i A^i + 2 \Gamma_{kl}^i \frac{\partial A^j}{\partial x^k} - \Gamma_{ik}^a \frac{\partial A^l}{\partial x^a}.$$  

Since the speed of flow $u$ is orthogonal to the radial radius-vector $r$ the second summand is vanishing here and the result would be:

$$\left( \Delta (fu) \right)^i = u \Delta f$$

because $\Gamma_{zz} = g^{zz} \Gamma_{rzz} = \Gamma_{zz} = g^{zz} \Gamma_{zz} = 0$. Therefore, the (19) leads to the following solution:

$$V_z = u \left( 1 + \frac{f'}{r} \right) - u \Delta f.$$  

Or, considering the (16) would be presented in his form:

$$V_z = u \left( 1 + 2a + \frac{b}{r^2} - \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( ar^2 + b \ln r \right) \right) = u \left( 1 - 2a + \frac{b}{r^2} \right) \quad (20)$$

From the boundary condition $V_z |_{r=R} = 0$ and the condition $V_z \to u$ when $r \to \infty$ as a result we have two decisions $a = 0$, $b = R^2$. Therefore, the function would be:

$$f = R^2 \ln r,$$  

and the speed would be:

$$V_z = u \left( 1 + \frac{b}{r^2} \right) \quad (21)$$
\[ V_z = u \left( 1 - \frac{R^2}{r^2} \right) \quad (22) \]

As we could see from the expression of (11) we need to know the dependence \( P(r) \). To calculate the dependence of the pressure as a function of radial coordinate \( r \) in accordance with the equation (12), take into account the equation (15), we could have the following result:

\[
\nabla P = \eta \cdot \Delta (\text{rot(rot}(f \mathbf{u}))) = \eta \cdot \Delta (\text{grad(div}(f \mathbf{u}))) - \Delta (f \mathbf{u}) = \\
= \eta \cdot \Delta (\text{grad(div}(f \mathbf{u}))) - \eta \cdot \mathbf{u} \cdot (\Delta^2 f) = \eta \cdot \nabla (\Delta (\text{div}(f \mathbf{u})))
\]

Therefore, by “taking out” the gradients from left and right we would find that:

\[
P = P_0 + \eta \cdot \Delta \text{div}(f \mathbf{u}), \quad \text{ (23)}
\]

where \( P_0 \) – external constant pressure. This will immediately lead us to the next result, i.e.:

\[
P = P_0 + \eta \cdot \Delta \text{div}(f \mathbf{u}) = P_0 + \eta \cdot \Delta (\mathbf{u} \cdot \nabla f) = P_0 + \eta \cdot \Delta \left( \frac{\mathbf{u} \cdot \mathbf{r}}{r} f' \right) = P_0, \quad \text{ (24)}
\]

where it was taken into consideration that \( \mathbf{u} \cdot \mathbf{r} = 0 \). Therefore, by substituting the (24) and (22) into the formula (11) we would find the following formula for the resisting force, i.e.:

\[
F_z = 4\pi \eta lu. \quad \text{ (25)}
\]
While finding (25), we took into consideration that there was no pressure on the cylinder surface, whereas on infinity the pressure is \( P_0 \). We should notice that the solution of the problem on dependence of the resisting force on the cylinder’s radius with flow moving crosswise was presented in the paper [7], which was not done in neither [6] and no [8-10].

In this case of a thin flat object the parameter \( l \) must be replaced for the thickness of a fractal disc \( h \). Hence,

\[
F_z = 4\pi\eta h, \quad (26)
\]

Therefore, according to (10) the total resisting force is a sum, i.e.:

\[
F = \frac{\rho u^2}{2} S + 16\eta u \sqrt{S} + 4\pi\eta h. \quad (27)
\]

As it implies, the perimeter’s being fractal is not important here. In the passage to the limit, when \( h \to 0 \), we could substitute parameter \( \varepsilon \) for \( h \) in the formula (2), i.e. to consider them dependent. If it is assumed, the resisting force would well have physical form where the fractal dependence of the resisting force on dimension could be observed. In fact,

\[
S = S_0 \left( \frac{h}{L} \right)^{d_s - 2},
\]

and the (27) is transformed into the following one:

\[
F = \frac{\rho u^2}{2} S_0 \left( \frac{h}{L} \right)^{d_s - 2} + 16\eta u \sqrt{S_0 \left( \frac{h}{L} \right)^{0.5d_s - 1}} + 4\pi\eta h. \quad (28)
\]
As we could see, when \( h \to 0 \), the last summand could be put aside (we should notice that \( d_s > 1 \)) and the formula would become simpler:

\[
F = \frac{\rho u^2}{2} S_b \left( \frac{h}{L} \right)^{d_s-2} + 16\eta u \sqrt{S_b} \left( \frac{h}{L} \right)^{0.5d_s-1}.
\]  

(29)

The resulting expression lacks one more summand relating to pressure on the side edge. One can be found through the following simple reasoning. It is clear that the \( h \) thick side surface is exposed to force \( \Delta F = P \Delta \sigma = \frac{\rho u^2}{2} h \Delta l \), where \( \Delta l \) – small length of the closed fractal line. We should substitute it for \( \Delta l = h \left( \frac{h}{L} \right)^{-d_f} \), where the index of power \( d_f \) is a coastline-type fractal dimension which is closed within the observed object of finite linear size \( L \).

As a result, the side resistance would be the following:

\[
\Delta F = \frac{\rho u^2}{2} h^2 \left( \frac{h}{L} \right)^{-d_f} = \frac{\rho u^2}{2} S_b \left( \frac{h}{L} \right)^{2-d_f}.
\]  

(30)

What is more, we should notice that though this does not include the viscosity of the environment, the force \( \Delta F \), however, is a quite real force acting on this particular fractal object. In principle, it is obvious enough, because low speeds of flow could be disregarded comparing with the linear resisting force (it results from substantial derivate in the Navier-Stokes equation). Whereas, when it comes to high Reynolds numbers (i.e. with relatively high speeds) the resisting force, as known from [11], would be proportional to the square of
the speed. In this particular case, with a fractal object, a big importance is
attached to the first summand in the formula (29) because even at low speeds
its contribution would be extremely important. Also, by adding $\Delta F$ according
to (30) into the general expression (29), we would find the desired resistance,
i.e.:

$$ F = \frac{\rho u^2}{2} S_0 \left( \frac{h}{L} \right)^{d_f - 2} + 16\eta u \sqrt{S_0} \left( \frac{h}{L} \right)^{0.5d_f - 1} + \frac{\rho u^2}{2} S_0 \left( \frac{h}{L} \right)^{2-d_f}. \quad (31) $$

As can be seen, this expression should have an extremum for argument $x = \frac{h}{L}$.

If nondimensionalized and written in relative units, the formula (31) would be
presented in the following form:

$$ f(x) = \frac{2F}{\rho u^2 S_0} = x^{d_f - 2} + x^{2-d_f} + bx^{0.5d_f - 1}, \quad (32) $$

$$ b = \frac{32\nu}{u\sqrt{S_0}}. \quad \text{Below the Figures 2-4 depict two-dimensional dependences of} $$

resisting force on the coordinate $x$ and fractal dimension $d_f$ with different
parameters $b = \frac{32\nu}{u\sqrt{S_0}} = \frac{32}{\text{Re}}$, where $\text{Re} = \frac{u\sqrt{S_0}}{\nu}$ is a Reynolds number.
Fig. 2. It is shown the dependence of the resisting force $f$ in accordance to the (32) on current coordinate $x$ and on the fractal dimensions $d_F$. The graph was obtained with $Re = 0.01$.

Fig. 3. It’s shown the dependence of the resisting force $f$ in accordance to the (32) on current coordinate $x$ and on the fractal dimensions $d_F$. The graph was obtained with $Re = 0.1$. 

https://mc06.manuscriptcentral.com/cjp-pubs
Fig. 4. It’s shown the dependence of the resisting force $f$ in accordance to the (32) on current coordinate $x$ and on the fractal dimensions $d_F$. The graph was obtained with $\text{Re} = 0.5$.

The graph of dependency of resisting function $f$ is depicted on Fig. 1 – 4 with different parameter $b = \frac{32\nu}{u\sqrt{S_0}} = \frac{32}{\text{Re}}$, where $\text{Re} = \frac{u\sqrt{S_0}}{\nu}$ – Reynolds number.

Comparison with the results of the authors and highlights.

As shown by the analysis of literature sources of [1,2, 7-12], in each of the papers solved its own problem, unrelated to the analysis of the effects of hydrodynamic flow around fractal disks and surfaces. For example, in a huge number of papers, which were shown in [1, 2] the main emphasis was on the experimental detection of effects associated with the manifestation of
fractality of structures, by the way, non-hydrodynamic nature. However, in
the paper of [12], it was searched the hydrodynamic flow past rough surfaces
for various Reynolds numbers. As it is shown by our theoretical analysis, the
qualitative behavior in [12] is in conformity with the results reflected in this
article. But, for example, in the paper [7], the effects of hydrodynamic flow
past an extended smooth cylindrical object were considered for which the
resistance force acting along the surface of the rod was calculated, which was
not previously done, but what has been continued in this paper.

Proceeding from the above, we must state that the main achievement of the
study is the theoretical prediction and calculation of the resistance force and
heat transfer coefficient through the fractal dimension.

Discussions

To sum up our research work, we would like to pay attention to the following
two important moments.

1. In the paper of [12], the experiment was performed to measure the drag
force of an aircraft with allowance for the roughness of its surface at
different Reynolds numbers. It turned out that the resistance force
decreases with increasing Reynolds number and an increase in the
difference \(2 - d_F\), which is analytically confirmed in our paper (see
formula (31) and Figures 2-4).

2. We would like to take note of the practical significance of our done
research. The main thing among the possible practical applications, in
our opinion, is the usage of formulas (31) and (32) in ophthalmology.
Indeed, since the shape of the eye lens is a disc that will eventually wear out, and gradually takes the shape of the fractal object, here we can use the general expression for the calculated contact resistance force (31), (32). On the degree of deviation from the reference value (perfect vision), we could draw conclusions about the degree of lens wear. When the roughness on the surface of the lens is to increase the resistance force, and therefore the pressure in the eye on the retina begin to rise. It means that we could not measure the pressure on the retina, to talk about the weakening of view, to keep watch only the degree of wear. What is more, apart from this application, depending on results can also be used in marine applications, when the degree of wear of the screw vessel will manifest its fractal nature.
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Conclusion

In the conclusion, we would like note some main results of our research.

1. The fractal dimension of the heat transfer coefficient was found, which, according to (3), is equal to $\lambda = 2 - d_s$, as it is see from (7)
2. The resistance force, which the cylindrical object undergoes along its longitudinal axis along the axis of symmetry (formula (25)), was found;

3. A general expression was obtained for the resistance force acting on a fractal plane body of small thickness \( h \), flowing along a longitudinal or transverse flow of a viscous fluid;

4. A qualitatively correct dependence (31) was noted for any flow velocities.
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